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‘Whoosh AGM time again!’

AGM

committee as she’s gone off travelling to New
Zealand. The fact that she has decided to go to
the other side of the planet is not a reflection on
the committee meetings (I think) but could be a
good way of getting out of editing the newsletter,
anyway good luck with your travels Vicky.

In a blink of an eye we are heading
towards the AGM again on 25th January
at 7pm. Like last year its at members
Edward and Romela Ackland’s Sprint Mill at
Burneside (directions on page 2). Last years
was great fun with a quiz,raffle and spot the Memorial Plaques for Colin and Alan’s
oaks.
tree competition beside the chance to be
voted onto the committee.

Twiggy has to stand down after a very
A good turnout last May to install the
impressive three years as
brass plaques to go by Alan Shepley’s
chairman/woman/person and Sam Ansell is
and Colin Simpson’s memorial trees at
standing down as
Todds Lot. Alan was CANW secretary,
Secretary/man/woman/person also after an
for like ever , and always hauled me up
impressive three years of a demanding post.
for poor grammer in the newsletter as
Their youthful energy has invigorated
well as being a master ecologist. While Colin was
CANW to the extent that we now have in
President and knew all there was to know about coppicing
excess of 100 members. So if there is
and the flora and fauna of woodlands. Both greatly missed
anyone wanting a challenge for the next
three years make yourself known to the
Secretary.
Vicky Naylor has stood down from the
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CANW Events
COMMITTEE 2012
Walter Lloyd
President
Lakeland Willows,
Fairfview Lane,
Staveley in Cartmel,
Ulverston, Cumbria LA12 8NS
M 0774 005 3794

AGM 7pm 25th January 2013

TWIGGY
Chair
209 Chorley Road
Blackrod,
Bolton
BL6 5LJ
M 07734 353 202
Email stiggytwiggy@hotmail.com
REBECCA OAKS
Vice-chair
93, Silverdale Road
Yealand Redmayne
Carnforth
LA5 9TD
Tel: 01524 781375
Email; rebacca.oaks@btinternet.com
SAM ANSELL
Secretary
The Wood Yard,
Eller Howe,
Lindale,
Grange over Sands
Cumbria LA11 6 NA
M 07990 952473 E
secretary.canw@googlemail.com
BRIAN CRAWLEY
Treasurer
11a Merefell Road
Bolton Le Sands
Carnforth LA5 8EX
Tel: 01524 903583
EDWARD MILLS
5, Beech Court
Birkrigg Park High
Carley Ulverston
Cumbria
LA12 0UH
(W) 01539 488802 (H) 01229 582551
Email:edward@woodisgood.co.uk
IAN TAYLOR
Newsletter Editor
Ramree , Brigsteer
Road , Kendal , LA9
5DY
(W) 07813 696161 (H) 01539 738835
Email : iantaylor@uk2.net
JIM MILLER
Hopefield House,
Lowick Green
Ulverston, LA12 8EA
T 01229 885285 E jymmiller@hotmail.com
OFFICE
c/o Cumbria Woodlands
River Mill,
Staveley Mill Yard,
Staveley,
Kendal
Cumbria LA8 9LR
Tel. 01539 822140
Fax. 01539 822443
Email: canw@coppicenorthwest.org.uk
Web site:
www.coppicenorthwest.org.uk

Venue - Sprint Mill Community barn Burneside (thanks to Edward
and Romola Ackland)
There are some basic cooking facilities there if you want to get there
at 6pm for pre-agm share noshing.
Bring a prize for the all important raffle
Bring some money for a raffle ticket
Swot up on flowers and trees for Ed Mills quiz
Volunteer to be Chairman*
Point at Sam Robinson’s tatttoo*
* optional
DATES FOR THE DIARY
Saturday 19th January Work day Moss and Heights Spring Wood
10am-to around 4ish bring stout boots and tools if you have them and
something to eat/drink.
Friday 15th Febuary Work day, MAHS
Same details as the 19th
11/12th May 2013
Weekend in the Woods, Staveley in Cartmel
We are hoping to have 8 courses running, check on the website for full
details, but should be:Blacksmithing, bow making, hurdle making, bowl turning on a pole
lathe,cleft ash gates, willow basketry, stick chairs and musical
instruments.
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Moss and Heights Spring Wood
The project wood which we share with
BHMAT has seen several work days this year ,
and they’ve been very well attended. Last
winters section has had a temporary deer fence
round it and is showing good re-growth already.
Management Plan
Cumbria Woodlands having been helping
with a management plan for the wood, which
will consist of 20 oak/birch firewoody coups
and some hazel coups . Rebecca is trying to
borrow some more hazel areas off the
neighbouring Forestry Commission wood so we
can get enough coups to get a full rotation. The
wood also has a variety of other areas of high
forest type oak and some pasture and wetland,
so there should always be plenty to do.
BHMAT apprentice Sam Robinson has a
section of oak/birch to work and has been
making good progress with felling the birch.
Sam is using skills learnt through the
apprenticeship to cut the wood using axes and

Helen and Brian standing in front of the
dead hedge they built round a cut oak stool.

Brian Crawley organised an earthburn at
MAHS(above)
George Reed brought in his horses to extract some of
Sam Robinsons wood, helped by George Newton and
Dan Sumner(below)

A good haul of peeled oak
poles at the May work days
is hoping to extract the wood with horses. As
part of the November workday he organised
George Read to bring his horses in for some
extraction and even allowed members to ‘have
a go’ . George was helped by George Newton
and CANW member Dan Sumner who has been
accepted as an apprentice onto the British Horse
Loggers scheme.
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Ash die back - we’re all doomed
Another newsletter another serious tree disease.
After Phytopehra in larch looked like it might affect
us going into some woods Chalara fraxinea (ash
die back) is here and there doesn’t seem to be any
way of stopping its spread because its pretty well
spread already.

Lesions and cankers on stems/branches/shoot,
visible throughout the year
Fruiting bodies on fallen blacked leaf stalks,
visible June to October

What to do
If you spot the symptoms you should notify
the Forest Commission using the ‘Tree Alert’
form on their website. It recommends not cutting
down mature ash trees, which can survive the
disease for several years. This is so the trees will
be good habitats while they fall apart. If you have
to fell an infected tree it should be burnt or
composted in the wood. The blackened leaves
seem to be the most likely source of infection
and can either be composted on site or burnt on
site. You should do your best to remove mud and
ash leaves from vehicles leaving woods.
The outbreaks spotted in the north west are
all (currently) new plantings, but there has been
lots of outbreaks in the wider environment along
the east coast particularly Norfolk and Kent.

Symptoms

More bad news

Dead or dying tops of trees, most easily seen
throughout summer.

The current thinking seems to be that like
Denmark, 90% of the ash will die off and then the
resistant trees will provide the future ash
regeneration. This sounds like a long term
problem, I hope they can come up with a better
idea before that happens.
While emailing a friend in Estonia it turns out
they have most of their ash trees infected and
something similar now attacking Scots Pine.

Wilting leaves, most visible in spring and early
summer
Dieback of leaves with brown/black leaf stalks,
most easily seen throughout summer
Staining of wood under bark lesions, visible
throughout the year
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Weekend in the woods
The Weekend in the Woods continues to
go from strength to strength with another sell
out of nine courses. The weather was great
and Saturday night saw the inaugural
coppicelympics with such classic events as

Brian and Walter
enjoying the nice
weather and Kath
eyeing up Dan
Sumners button
mushrooms

Peter Wood leading a bowl making course.

Leaf putt, egg and wooden spoon hurdles,
how many coppiceworkers can you get in
Polish Pete’s van (17 I think) and the tape
measure extend (which Dave Noblett won yet
again).

The egg and wooden spoon race at the
coppicelympics

Weekend in the Woods
2013
11-12th May, Chapel House
woods,
Staveley in Cartmel
Hazel Hurdles - Sam Ansell
Stick chairs- James Mitchell
Bowl turning- Peter Wood
Willow weaving - Helen Elvin
Blacksmithing - Sean Bainbridge
Longbows - Tony Saunders
Make a shave horse- Twiggy
Cleft ash gates - Mike Carswell

Steve Tomlin giving some personal
tution on the spoon course

Members £95
Non members £110 see entry form
on the website
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could be, and was told “oh, that’s a Hay Rack”. It had
been used with a rope fastened through one hole, laid
out in the hay field or barn floor, a large amount of hay
laid on it, the other end of the rope brought up and into
the second hole, pulled tight, and a simple half hitch
around the end of the wood kept it secure, slip proof but
very easy to unfasten, even if wet or frozen. Years
later I read an academic article about these very items,
known as Rope Wood, that had had a distribution all
over Europe for fastening hay and other bulky materials
for carrying on the shoulders or as a load on a cart.

Tools lost and found
I was brought up among small farms in the
far West Country where the men used hand
tools and horses, and I learnt to use both.
My mother helped at the local Folk
Museum in the garden of the founder, and
after he died suddenly, in 1938, she took
over as Curator and moved it to our garden,
that had a water wheel driven corn mill in
it. Many of the exhibits came from the
local excavation of an Iron Age village, and
from the scrap metal that was being
collected to export to Japan where it was to
be turned into the Battleships that would be
used to attack us when the war against us
broke out! By carefully sorting through
the scrap, with permission, we found a
wide variety of hand tools, many of them
hand made, by local blacksmiths or even by
the user. We were also given obsolete
equipment and artefacts, and sometimes
shown how it was used.

I also came across a curved wooden object, about
fifteen inches long and an inch thick, with a hole at one
end, the other end broken off. It had once been painted
and had obviously been of use, but no one could tell me
what it was. A couple of years ago I was in Las
Palmas in Grand Canary, talking to one of the few
surviving Pack Saddle makers about ways of fastening
loads to the back of a horse or donkey. He reached
behind him and took a piece of wood off the wall from
where it was hanging. It was curved, with a hole at one
end, and a point at the other, very similar to my mystery
object. He said it was called a Garotilla, a little
garrotter. The rope tying a load of hay was threaded
through the hole, and when the load had been pulled
really tight, the rope could be twisted using the curve of
the wood as a handle, the twists tightening the rope
even more. When tight enough, the pointed end was
pushed into the hay, locking it tight. My Garotilla
disappeared during our bad floods three years ago,
when many things were hurriedly moved, but I hope it
will turn up again.

I soon learnt how to distinguish items that a
historical interest from those that really
were just scrap, and used to go to farm
sales with my father, and later on my own,
sometimes bidding at the sale, sometimes
inspecting all the exhibits the day before
and persuading the farmer to either give or
sell them to me before the sale. I also
learnt how to use some of these obsolete
items, such as the wooden Wink that came
into use at Threshing Time when the big
threshing box visited the farms pulled by a
steam traction engine. If the bands holding
the bundles of threshed straw was to break,
one of the old men would use the Wink to
make straw rope to fasten the bundles of
loose straw that he gathered up.

Sometimes I was just in time to find something. I
stopped to talk to some friends who were boiling a
kettle on a campfire. I looked at the device that was
being used to keep the kettle steady. “That’s a Horse
Gag you have there, you’re going to burn the handle!”
“I thought it was just a sort of Trivet!”. It was a metal
device with a wooden handle, to be put in a horse’s
mouth and depressed to keep the horse’s mouth open
while it’s teeth were being filed. No pain to the horse,
very efficient. It was happily given to me.

After the war, I was farming myself, from
1947 to 1986, and came across many
interesting objects. For example, as the
level of the hay being gathered in rose up in
the barn, I found objects on the top of the
wall plates under the roof purlins. |One
piece of wood, about a foot long and one
and a half inches thick, with a one inch hole
at each end. I asked old farmers what it

Fire and flood are the cause of many losses of historic
artefacts. I once rescued a Spoke Dog from a bonfire
about to be lit in a Council Works Department yard
where they were having a clear out. It had been used to
bring the end of spokes on a wooden wheel close
enough together to fit into the mortices in the fellies or
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Results of Farfield survey
rim. There is still a demand for wooden wheels,
and a few young men are coming in to the trade.

After the Working Woodlands event at Farfield
mill last Easter I circulated an email survey (sorry
Dan) and people responded to it! The response to
the event was very positive .

House clearances are another source of loss. At
one site where I was making charcoal, I used to
periodically visit a local private tip. One day I
found a heavy wooden box about sixteen inches
by nine inches with no top or bottom. It had three
cranked metal rods running through it cross wise,
the cranks joined by a wooden handle so that if the
handle was moved in a circle, all the rods moved
together in the same direction, turning thr hooks at
their end outside the box. It was a home made
Jack for making rope, putting the two opposite
twists on the yarn that would prevent the rope
from unravelling. I can just imagine that some
old felow had it in his garden shed, and when he
died and the shed was being cleared, no one knew
what it was, so it went to the tip and waited for me
to find, and use it.

Q1 Do you think CANW should participate in
another exhibition?
Yes-22 (95.7%) No- 0 Don’t know -1
Comments
‘Would be good to have one in the summer when people
have finished cutting’
‘Just to say how impressed I was by the use of marketing and
curator help at the right moment. If poss better to run late
spring or early summer when life less busy. Well done all,
brilliant and a lot of work’
‘I’d be happy doing it annually but have a feeling it might be
better for CANW and Farfield to do it bi-annually ‘
‘Or every 2 years’

Q2 If you think there should be another exhibition,
where should it be?
Farfield again-5 (22.7%)
Keep it moving location-6(27.3%)
Other -11 (50%)

I have barn full of old tools and equipment now,
ranging from Draw knives and Hand Augers to an
almost complete set of Coopers tools, and Pack
Saddles to a Self Binding Reaper for cutting corn
with horses, and over a hundred Bill Hooks almost
all different, just a few are duplicates that could be
lent to deserving cases, as could some Draw
Knives and Hand Augers. Some years ago a
catalogue of all these things was started, but never
completed. It would be a great shame if at some
time in the future the collection should be broken
up. I hope a way will be found of keeping it all
together so that it is available for future research,
or for craftsmen.

‘Needs to be more urban to get the message to a wider
audience’
‘Other locations if they can be found which offer the same
high quality space’
‘That depends on the other options. Farfield could be a
regular venue , say every two years, use other venues
alternately’
‘Farfield was good but if other suitable locations could be
found it would be good to move around’
‘Perhaps a city centre or tourist area where there would be
regular footfall without having to do too much advertising.’

Walter Lloyd

Q3 Should the format stay the same (mixture of
demos, workshops and display items)?
Format to stay the same-20 (87%)
Display/shop items only -0
Other -3
‘A scaled down version could be done with less
workshops/demos but this would detract from the
success of the venture’
‘I’ve had good feedback from families -something
for everyone’
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National apprentice gathering in South
Lakes
A good turnout for the the annual apprentice
gathering in a wet and soggy October at Haybridge.
Last year we went to see Prince Charles’ cob nuts,
this year we went to Owen Jones workshop for some
riving practice.

Big Brother in the near future (or strictly come
coppicing).
Besides the trip to Owen’s the group had a walk round
Stoney Hazel to look at the coppicing thats been going on
there (Owen and I both have sections there) and managed
to take a look at the remains of the iron forge in the
sunshine.
Friday night saw us sitting in the mud enjoying a
barbecue and then Saturday saw us trying to get about a
dozen people into not enough cars to go to Moss and
Heights wood. A work day had been timed to coincide
with the gathering and people could try their hand at
horse logging with George Read’s horses and have a
guided tour round the wood with Brian Crawley.
After a hectic couple of days everyone departed on
Saturday afternoon. Thanks to Kath and Tony Morgan for
their organising.

Owen Jones demonstrating how he shapes the
boule for a swill basket rim

These events are always a good opportunity for
networking and we were treated to the inside gossip on
the Kevin McCloud woodland hut project that had
Brian Williamson and Patrick on. Brian has been on
telly so much this year that we expect he’ll be on
celebrity

Haybridge was a beautiful setting for the
gathering.
Next issue
Deadline March 21st
Any articles gratefully received.
Preferably by email with pictures seperate.

Kath Morgan and Sam Ansell getting to
grips with riving swill basket taws and
weavers.
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